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FOREWORD 

This vehicle is a well armoured tank of' sound 
construction designed to carry an 8.8 em. gun in a fully 
traversing turret. It has deep wading facilities and a 
limited underwater performance to a depth of' approximately 
15 feet. This feature is worthy of' special -note as it is 
an essential part of' the basic vehicle design. 

The introduction of' plate interlocking in addition 
to the normal stepped jointing is a distinct development 
in German A.F.v. construction. It must, however, be 
remembered that hitherto no German vehicle has carried 
armour of' greater thickness than 50 mm, whereas the bulk 
of' the armour of' the P.ll•• Kw. VI is of' 62, 82 and 1 02 mm. 
thickness. 

Against the tank's tactical advantages, derived ! 

mainly from its armament it incorporates some important 
disadvantages, the most outstanding being the restriction 
on transportation due to its width and weight, and its 
limited climbing ability due to the small height of' the 
centre line of' the front sprocket above the ground. • A 
further serious dis~vantage is ~its restricted radius of 
action, due to its small petrol tank capacity and heavy 
consumption, stated by the ene~ to be 2.75 galls. per 
mile on normal cross-country running. Against this must 
be offset the feelings of' the crew, who have a good sound 
tank, able to outrange 8Il3" it has met, rooll\Y, and with 
comfortable positions for all. Driving, in particular, 
i.s a pleasure, and the gunner's layout as convenient as 
he could wish. 

.) 
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PRELIM~NARY ~EPORT 

ON 

R z • K w • V .I . · ( MO'D E L ' H ' > 
' ' 

· (Ex .North Afric~) 

STT/8/ 2/1.1 

EXAMINED AT CHOBHAM D. T. D. PRO.:JEJT. NO. -.3016 NOVEMBER,1943 

EXAMINER: MAJOR A.D. LIDDERDALE, &M. I.Meoh.E. 1 R.E.M.E • 

.. 

TYPE .· ; , • . 

ARMAMENT · 

ARMOUR . 

WE.I GHT 

GENERAL SPECIFICATION· 

Pz. Kpf. Wg. VI H. Model H.1. 
Tank No~ j .31 • Chassis . No. 2501 22 •. Turret No. 23063~ 

One 8.8 CD4 tank gun KwK. 36 and one 7.92 M.G. 34 
co-axial in turret. · 
One M.G. 34 ~n superstructure front plate. 
One 9 mm. machine carbine stowed. 

26 - 1 02 mm. · ·.( Ther.e · is local thickening of the gun 
' mantlet to 110 mm.). 

· As received on narrow tracks: 50 ton8 5 cwts. . 
(Less crew of" five, their kit ani rations, and. with 
petrol tanks Qa1f full and half complement of ammunition). 
Estimated weight in battle order is therefore: 56 tOns • 

. · ·". MAX I MUM SPEED No accurate figure available but 18 m.p.h. recorded. 
_,·, . - ' 

CREW 

DIMENSIONS 

ENGINE 

GEARBOX 

Five - · Commander: Gunner: Loader: 
:Wireless operator: Driver. 

Length (excluding gun) 
11 (including gun ·at 

Width (overall) 
Height 
Ground Contact 
Traok Centres 

j 

12 o'clock 

Hull Gunner-

20 1 '8t" 
27' 911 
12' .3" 
9' 4~" 

12 1 6" 
9' .3t" 

Maybach v. 12 oyl • 650 metric H.P. (642 British B.H.P.) 

·.· . . . - ~ 

Maybac.h Olvar ·- Preselector - hydraulically operated. 

Controlled differential ~ hydraulically operated by 
steering wheel. 

..... ~: ,. - ··STEERING 

DRIVE 
SUS PENS I ON· 

' . 

' 
TRACKS 

·, 
'\ ,. 
\ 

For emergency st~ering - steering levers operate vehicle 
brakes in4ependently. 

Front sprockets. 
1 

Torsion bar. Sixteen single and four twin bogies on each 
side giving a total o~ 24 tyres. 
When narrow track is fitted - eight twin and four single 
bogies on each side. 

Manganese steel 4/4 lugs. 

( 
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CO~DITI ON 

The general condition of the vehicle is reasonably good both structurally 
and mechanically. 

Heavy frontal. attack is in evidence at the front of the vehicle, An 
oblique hit which registered at 12 b'clock on the superstructure top plate 
has fractured the lateral weld along the centre of the plate. The round 
struck the turret ring joint' damaging the pneumatic sealing t~be and 
jamming the turret traverse. The blow on the top front plate also resulted 
in the complete disintegration.of the \vireless set. 

There are no penetrat~ons of the armour although the vehicle. has oeen 
~ubjected to heavy fire, the front vertical plate and the turret front 
being considerably scarred. Apart from ~ , minor defect in the starting 
app~atus the vehicle was in good mechanical condition when received in 
this country. 

I. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Hull - the construction of the hul~ departs from the familiar German 
practic~ in that the front and rl!ar superstruciru.res are in one unit 8.1..-.i. 

the whole is welded to the lower hull. Interlocking stepped joints 
secured by welding· are used in the construction of both the lower hull 
and superstructure. A pannier is formed over each track by the extension 
of the superstructure. This space is continued from the front vertical 
plate to the tail plate. 

The top front plate covers the full width of the panniers thus providing 
, a horizontal seating 10' 4" wide upon which the turret ring is mounted. 

It is this exceptions.+, width which enables the turret ring of 6• 111 

internal diamet~r to be fitted. ' i 

·-'\ The belly of the hull is formed of one 26 mm. plate measuring 'S' 11 11 x 
15' 10i-"· 

The hull is divided into four compartments. The forward compartment on 
the nearside accommodates the driver arid his .controls. A centrally 
disposed gearbox to the front of which the steering unit is mounted, 
separates the driving compartment from the offside forward compartment in 
which the hull gunner is seated. 

The third ~ompartment, the fighting chamber, occupies the central portion 
of the hull and is separated from the rear engine compartment by a bulk
head and from the forward compartments by an arched cross member. The 
floor of the fighting compartment is suspended from and rotates with the 
turret. 

Turret - The turret is centrally mounted between the hull side plates with 
t}_le centre of the turret ring approximately 6i" to the rear of the 
transverse .centre line of the vehicle. 

The vertical sides and rear are formed by . the bending into horseshoe form 
of a single 82 mm, ·plate. The toe of the horseshoe forms the rear of the 
turret whilst the extremities at the front. are tied in by two 100 ~ 
rectangular section bars which are dovetailed and weided to the main plate. 
The upper and lower edges .of the sides converge towards the front in order 
to allow movement of . the gun mantlet whe~ the gun is elevated or depressed. 

The roof of -the turret consists of a single rolled plate 1of 26 mm. bent 
slightly;forward of the centre line to suit the taper of the side plate 
at the front. The roof plate is recessed into and welded to the turret 
wall. 
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The main trunnions which are of spherical type are mounted in the turret ·.· 
sides and carry an external robust cast steel mantlet and the gun ·cradle. 
Removal of the complete mantlet and gun cradle can be effected by the 
removal of four set bolts. The mantlet projects over the side plates 
and affords adequate protection for the open front of the turret. The 
trunnions are extended outwards to form lifting lugs for the removal of the 
turret. A further lug is provided at · the rear of the turret on the 
vertical centre line, thus providing correctly balanced three-point 
·slinging • 

Cupala - a circular fixed cupola is mounted in the turret roof-- the 
cupola has an inside _diameter of 20" and is offset to the extreme nearside. 

2. ARMOUR 
~ EXTRA ~ 

_., _ 

A. Cupola top 15 mm. 90° 
Bo " front and sides 50 - 80 mm. 0°Cylindrical 
c. TUrret top front 26 mm. · 81° 
D. " II rear 26 mm. 90° 

. E. II sides 82 mm. oo 
F. II rear 82 mm. oo 
G. II front · (local 50 
H. Gun ma.ntlet 100 - 110 - ~ th~ck- Moving 
J. Front vertical plate 102 mm. en~ng . 1,00 
K. Front glacis plate 61 mm. 8b9 
L. Front nose plate 102 mm. 240 
M. Front lower nose plate 63 mm. (approx.) 63° 
N. Side superstructure 80 mm. eo 

Pannier floor 26 mm. 90° 
p. Side hull plate . 63 mm. oo 
Q. Top front plate . 

• • 26 mm • 90° 
R. Top rear plate 26 ' 90° mm. 
s. Top rear engine cover plate 26 mm. . 90° 
u. Belly plate 26 mm. 90° .· 
w. Tail plate (upper) 82 mm. 80 

(The "Angle of Pla'f<e" given is the angle between the plate surface and 
the vertical, which is Elqual to the "Angle of Impact" for horizontal 
attack). · · · 

The cast front plate of the gun mantlet has a thickness of 92 ~· over 
· the full height and breadth. · Measta'ed through the gun sight borings 
the thickness is 100 mm. In the centre portion where the front plate is 
reinforced around the gun, the t~ckness is increased to 200 mm. There 
is no spaced armour or the , provision to~ the fitting of it. The stowage 
of a spare length of track on the; front nose plate adds to the ·effective
ness of the armour at this point. 

There is no face hardened armur. The thin horizontal plat~; 26 mm. 
thick, range from 298 - 343 Brinnel and the thick vertical or near vertical 
piates range from 257 - 310 Brinnel. The bulk of the plate is not 
comparable with British standard machineable quality. 

Except for the fact that the front vertical piate projects slightly above 
the top front plate and m~ afford some protection to the turret ring and 
the hatches on either side of the top plate, there is no splash protection 
for the turret ring joint. This i_9 interesting in view of the fact that ;~ 
a pneumatic rubber sealing ring is fitted in this joint. 

Deflector bars are fitted at either side of the driver's visor and on the 
glacis plate immediately in front of it. 
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3. ARMAMENT 

One 8.8 em. Tank Gun KwK 36 ) 
One 7 • 92 mm. :tlo G. 34 ) 

One T· 92 nun. M.G. 34 ) 

One 9 l}lffi• Machine Carbine. 

8. 8 em. Tank Gun 

Co-axial in turret. 

.In lfa11 mounting on offside of 
front vertical plate. 

T~e 8.8 em. gun is approximately 17 feet in length, of which 7 feet over
hangs the hull, and it is fitted with a double baffle muzzle brake. The . 
breech, which is of the semi-automatic vertical-falling-block-type, is 
actuated by the lever breech meqhanism at the .right of it. It is . 
electrically fired.from a control incorporated in the elevating handwheel. 
An el'ect;i;ical safety device identical to that fitted in the Pz. Kw. · III 
and IV is provided which prevents firing if the breech is not closed, the 
gun not fully run out, or the buffer not full. An extension to the rear 
of the gun carries a canvas sack f~r~receiving the ejected cases. A 
recoil indicat~ is fixed on the left arm of the frame aJld shows a ·maximum . 
normal working recoil of 580 mm. Buffer and reoupera tor are of orthodox . 
. pattern. · · 

The unbalanced weight of the gun is counteracted by a · system of levers · 
from the mantlet to a compre~sion cylinder located in the starboard wall 
of the turret, with a . smaller secondary cylinder forward of it. 

Sights - to the left of the gun a mounting is provided in the mantlet for 
the binocular sight which consist of two articulated telescopes of . 
stationary eyepiece type. The eyepieces are offset' from the telescopes 
to permit adjustment of interocular dist~ce·. To allow elevation and 
depression, the graticule box, which moves with the gun mantlet, is hinged 
to the body of the sight and the eyepiece end is suspended from the turret 
roof on a hinged link. 
A hand lever causes the rotation within the sight of a circular scale, 
graduated both for 8.8 em. gun and machine gun, in metres. The rotation 
of the figures on this scale to coincide with a fixed pointer at 12 o'clock 
brings about the raising or lowering of the three arrow heads, which remain 
level with each other whatever their position vertically in relation to 
the (igures around the circumference of the scale. Thus for aQY given 
~ange the sight gives a correct adjustment of'elevation for each gun with
out the gunner losing sight of his target, and requiring orily the use of 
his free left hand. 

Elevation - Elevation of the turret guns is by handwheel on the right of 
the gunner. 

Maximum Elevation 
MaximumDepression - approx. 

On the right . of the gunner is a clinometer incorporating• an illuminated 
bubble, the graduations giving 400 mils (22.5°) elevation, and 100 mils 
(5• 625°) depression shown in red. There are in addition, metre grad
uations from 0 - 8,000 metres. 

Traverse .. - The turret ·may; be traversed ·through 360° by power or hand. 
A hand operated lock in the form of a .spring loaded plunger which engages 
co-incident holes in the fixed and moving members of the turret ring 
locks the turret at 12 o'clock, 6 o'clock or 11-30 o'clock •. 
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The "hourn- of traverse is indicated by the now familiar turret position 
indicator which registers on a dial on the left of the ~er and on a 
toothed annular ring in the cupola. 

Power Traverse - The turret is rotated by · engine power, through a qydraulio 
coupling in which is incorporated -the gunner's control for direction and 
speed of rotation. A small universally jointed shaft driven by a gear in 
constant mesh with the gearbox input shaft conveys power to a shaft ~n the 
base junction. A cone clutch mounted on this shaft is controlled by a 
lever mounted at the rear of the gearbox on the hull gunner's side. This 
lever also controls the engagement of the bevel gear in this junction by ' 
means of which the power is taken up the vertical centre line of the turret, 
and so through another pair of bevels to the horizontal input shaft of 
the hydraulic coupling. A further position of the lever engages the 

· bilge pump, ' (see Para•19"Subinersion Arrangements"). A hand lever on the 
hydraulic coupling controls the engagement of a dog olutoh on the input 
shaft. The ~aulic coupling consists of a large cylindrical oil 
reservoir with filler, level and drain plugs, and containing in separate' 
compartments two eccentric vane oil motors. The rotor on the input 
side is driven through the shaft and· gearing described, whilst the body 
has horizontal motion from the tully eccentric position on one side to the 
fully eccentric position ·on the ot~er {i.e., completely reversing the 
flow of oil through the assembly). This movement is controlled by a 
treadle operated by the gwmer~ s foot • 

..The inlet and outlet flow of oil 'pass through separate passages in a 

.central statio~y spindle which passes through to the other compartment 
where it forms the centre ·spindle ·of the similar eccentric vane motor on 
the output side. The rotor on the output side is connected through a 
univ~rsally jointed shaft to the turret . traverse gearbox. · . The body of 
the output motor has a similar horizontal motion giving either the ~ 
eccentric position on one side or a position on the same side but ·~th · 
one half the amount of eccentricity (i.e., two speeds of rotation). This · 
movement is controlled by a •lfWer on the output end of the casting. · .An 
overload clutc,h is incorporated in the traverse" gearbox • 

It will be observed that all the hydraulic mechanism is ' carried in the 
turret and with the removal of the turret no disconnection is required · 
as ·the vertical drive shaft incorporates a dog clutch at its upper end 
leaVing the base junction in position on the hull floor. 

. . ~ - . .. . ' . - . . . ' .. 
: ' ·· 

Co-axial M.G. .. This is a M.G. 34 'JOOunted to the right of the 8. 8 _om. gun 
in a cradle £ixed in a bracket bolted ~the rear of the mantlet. It is 
fired mechanically by a foot operated trigger at the gunner's right foot. 

\ . . . . 

' . ' • #I ' ' • ·. _.· . ·. • 

Auxiliary M.G. - The weapon -is a M.G. · 34 and is carried in a ball IDOunting 
· with internal moving mantlet, on tP-e offside of the fl'ont vertical plate. 

. _, . . <.· · 

The sighting .of; the gun is by telescope of ' orthodox German design. The 
gun is fired by hand by its own trigger. 

~ - Six smoke candles are carried, , three each side of the tlUTet, 
each in a discharger cup 9 em. diameter by 15 em. long. · The front 
discharger oup is pointed forward and slightly outwards, 2 and 3 are set 
on ~gressively.lower elevatio~ and progressive~ greater angles. They 
are fJ.red ·e1ectr1.oally by three buttons in a small box set in· the turret 
roof each side of the commander's seat. · · 

4·. AMMUNITION CARRIED 
8.8 om. 

.) ' ' 

Two types of anmunition . were found in this .vehicle, APCBCHE .and HE• 
Both hav;e 'electric primers. The cartridge cases are ~ked "8.·8 om. 
Flak 18" and "8.8 om. 398T" res~eotive~. ' , . / . 

... 
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A total of 92 rounds of 8.8 em. may be stowed as follows: 

Fighting Compartment 

Stowed horizontally in 2 bins forward 
at each side each holding 1 ~ rounds 

Stowed horizontally on floor in 2 bins at each 
side each . holding 4 rounds, 

Stowed horizontally in bin under floor 

Stowed in bin in pannier alongside driver 

Rounds 

. "\6 

6 

6 

-
Total 92 · ' 

], 92 mm. · 

Details of the quantity and disposition of s.A.A. carried will be given 
. in a subsequent report. ~ 

5. OBSERVATION 
Cupola, - ·. The commander is provided with five horizontal slits giving all 
round vision. . The slits are equally spaced around the cupola and . 
measure · 7~" x -i"• No shutters are provided for these ·visors - a sighting 
strip is fi t~ed to the for.emost visor. 

Turret .- In addition to the birlooular sight the· tUrret gunner's nsl.on 
comprises a vision slit at 10 o'cloc:!c in the nearside turret wall,.. No 
external BoP i'lap is provided. · .. ... , 
A similar vision slit is provided in the offside wall of the tUrret at 
approximately 2 o'clock for u~e by the loader. 

' . 
Hull - The driver's visor which is mounted in the front verticB.l plate 
on the nearside, is of single slitted type. It has a sliding shutter, . 
moving vertically and operated by a handwheel, easily accessible from 

. . 

the driver's position.- In addition the driver has a fixed non-adjustable 
episcope mounted in ~ms access hatch in the superstructure roof which is 
aimed forward .at 30° to . the nearside of~the tank's longitudinal centre 
line. A strip of 15 mm. plate, of inverted channel section, welded to 
the hatch cover, affords some pro~eotion to bhe episcope. 

It is noted with interest that in this vehicle the apertures over the 
driver's visor for the · "KFF 211 epiecope have been plugged by welding • 

. 
In addition die the M.G. sight, the hull gunner is provided with a fixed ' 
episcope in the access hatch immediately above him. 

The instrument is of identical pattern to that in the _- driver's hatch 
and is aimed forward at 30° to th~ offside of . the centre line of the tank. 

.. 

All vision slits are fitted with readily removable laminated glass blocks. • 

6. PISTOL PORTS 
A pistol port·is provided ~t 8 o'clock in the nearside turret wall. 
port is formed in a heavy circular plate bolted to the turret wall. 
m~ be opened or .closed by .the rotation of an internal disc with a 
similar slot. 

The 
It 

A detachable sealing clamp is carried in the vehicle equipment to render · 
this port watertight for submersion. 

.. 
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7. ACCESS DOORS AND ESCAPE HATCHES 

In general the access doors and escape hatches in the vehicle app~~. to j 
· ':·· i :-. be well placed and of 'reasonable size. . , -: .:·.'.· . 

. ' ... ·; i '"• .• .. 

· Their disposition · and: purpose . is given hereunder: 

Cuoola- a circular hatch with an inside diameter of 1~" isp~vided for 
the use of the Commander &nd. gunner. The cover is of 15 mm. plate ' and is 
hinged at approximately 2 ~·clock •. It is secured by three cockspur 
latches from the inside and may be locked from outside the vehicle _by a 
square ~ey operating a separate · turnbuckle. A spring loaded catch is 
provided to retain the door in the open position. A compensating device 
consisting of a slotted lever, ·the spring loaded fulcrum "of whi.Jh '.is 
mounted on the cupola top. and a trunnion .welded to the door which retain& 
the slotted end of the lever. The whole of this mechanism. is · externally 

~·· mou.nted. A rubber sealing ring is fitted in a ;recess in :the do~r~ 

· ·· Turret ..;. The loader.' s access hatch is a rectangular opening .14" x 20" 
.·, ;.·. · · in the offside front of . the turret roof. The hatch cover is hinged at 

r :' its leading edge and is formed by the hot pressing of 15 mm. plate. 
c,.:;'t ' The hatch is ·secured by four bolts which are placed diagonally on the 

'<· · ·· door and are operated by a central lever. Sealing of the hatch for 
submersion is achieved· by the fitting of a rubber seal and a · central. 
clamping screw which applies leverage to the securing bolts. 

. ' . ' . . . .. 

A catch is provided to retain. the door'in a slightly open.position. A 
.,, 'Vertical rim formed at the sides and rear of the hatch .f~ame affords 

some protection when. the door is thus adjusted. · 

Complete closure of the door is del~ed by the fitting of an enclosed 
compression spring on the turret roof - The spring is comPressed when a 

· plunger is engaged by an arm mounted on the door. 
. . . : 

A circular escape hatch of '15ln diameter is prowided at the offside rear 
of the turret. The hatch cover of 82 mm. plate is hinged ' at :6 o'clock 
and secured by a heavy vertical bar and two . hand screws. 

Superstructure - A ·circular hatch of 19" ·diameter is fitted in .each side 
of the superstructure top' plate forward of the turret. These are for 
use by the driver and hull gunner. The hatch cover.a are hinged · at their 

··. · ·outside edges ·and their closure is retarded ·by similar compensating 
:· . . mechanism to that on the cupola hatch, but .mounted internally. · 

.. 
A spring loaded catch is fitted to retain the doors in a half-open 

· position. The doors are secured by'"three bolts · operated from ' a central 
lever. Three independent clamps are carried in the vehicle equipment 

. for sealing the doors for submersion. 

A fixed episcope is mounted in each of these hatches (See para. 5 
·"Observa~ion" ) • 

. .... . , 
. . ~ ' 

· y 

;. . - ~ 

. ' .:.: .. 

Access to the engine compartment is prov;i.ded by a rectangular door in 
11he rear engine cover plate measuring 3' 8'' x 3' 611 • The door is 
hinged to the rear and is secured by four heavy turnbuckle latches 
opera ted by a square key. There are in addition six screw clamps for 
sealing the-door for submersion •. These are operated by a key with · an 
internal square. A rubber seal is inset in t~e frame in which the · door 

.. is seated. An afr ' inl,et slit and a mushroom ventilatpr are provided in 
the cover. ·· 

.: . . .) 

,-

Heavy grilled plates are fitted .over the radi~tors and fan assemblies on 
each side of the engine. These are hinged and secure~ by recessed 
Allen screws. 
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8. ENGINE 

The engine is centrally mounted at the rear of the tank with the fl~vheel 
end forward. Circular rubber mountings which surround the front and 
rear crankshaft bearings are used. Engine torque is transmitted through 
the forward mounting. ·' 

Maker May bach Model H.L. - 210 P.45 

Engine No. -- 46064 

60°V 12 cylinder petrol 

Rating 650 Metric H.P. (642 British B.H.P.) 

The aluminium crank case and cylinder block casting houses a circular 
web crank shaft in seven roller bearings. The cylinder liners are of 
the wet type having two rubber sealing rings, with the usual drain hole 
between them. At the top, a flange recessed into the cylinder block gives 
the necessary location and a slight spigot stands up into the combustion 
chamber. Pistons are of aluminium ani are carried on steel connect: ;:: ~; 
rods machined all over and forked to permit left and right banks to share 
the same journal. An interesting feature of design noted here is that 
the web of the "H" section of the forked connecting rod is in line with 
the crankshaft. The forked rod carries a bearing shell which bears on 
the full length of the crank pin and receives on its outside diameter. 
the unforked rod from the opposite bank. The big-end nuts' are serrated 
on their circumference instead of being hexagonal. 

The camshaft and all auxiliaries are driven by straight spur timing 
wheels from the opposite end of the crank shaft to the fl~vheel, which is 
of steel, machined all over and with starter ring teeth machined on it. 
~here is no detachable starter ring. A normal torsional oscillation 
damper is fitted at the timing end of the crankshaft outside the crank case. 

The cylinder heads, which are of cast iron, and one to each bank have 
hemispherical combustion chambers. 

Valves 
~vo valves, one inlet and one exhaust are provided for each cylinder. 
They are operated by a single overhead ca:nshaft to e·ach bank through the 
medium of rockers. Each rocker is a steel stamping and is mounted upon 
an eccentric bush, the rotation of which enables tappet clearance to be 
adjusted. The bush is locked in the desired position by means of a 
slotted quadrant attached to it working on a set screw and washer in the 
rocker pillar. The exhaust valves are sodium cooled, but there are no 
valve seat inserts. 

Carburet tors 
The aluminium inlet manifold of each cylinder head is mounted in the Vee 
between the banks. Each mounts two down draught Solex Duplex carburettors, 
type 52 JFF 2 - 2U 2046. These carburettors are of the twin choke type 
with exposed jets. 

Governor 
In each inlet manifold a longitudinal shaft controlled by the engine 
governor carries a butterfly opposite each carburettor butterfly, thus 
completely over riding the driver. The governor is of the centrifugal 
type driven from the timing gears and incorporated in the drive to the 
water pump. The inlet manifolds have drain holes to deal wi tr exces~ 
wet fuel. 

Air Cleaners 
Carburettor air is drawn from the engine compartment, having first passed 
through two centrifugal pre-cleaners via fl~xible trunks and thence via a 
breeches pipe through three oil bath type cleaners which are mounted 
immediat ely above the carburettors. 
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. The pre-cleaners ar.e of the vertical tube · type · with tangential intakes at 
the · sides and -phe outlet 11t the· top. · The oil 'bath cleaners are o(·orth-1 ... 
odmr patt~rn vll: th annUlar ga~ze ~lement. 

, .. ' . 
£1etrol ·Pumps , . . 

.,! ·i . 

'F<;lUr $alex mechar).ical' .type ·,petrol pumps each iz:!corporating a -bowl tY'i>e 

. \ 

·' 
' i . 

, · filter' are moUnted ~t the .nearside ~ear of the en~ine. An electric pump 
'· is provided for priming. · . A manual ' priming pump J.S mounted on the fight-

' . 
' ·'/. 

;Lng compartment bul~head and ·s~pplies fuel direct to the' inlet. manifold • ·' ........ . 

·. ' 'l .:- . E h t , ' ' · I . 
·, : : · · · ' . I · X l1US . ; _, . ;,_ ,. ': .. _._J• · . or '. . • . 

·>; ,.:lc/; ·_ . .',' < .-.'. · · The exhau~t manifqld& ,which are mounted on the · outside ,of' each bailk, are 
'Xi¥;<(.::,- t · . .. ~ • -of cast :i,ron ani each deals with -three cylinders. The/r~ar lilllll.j,.fold on 
-,· .. :;> _-' :.•/ ' ..... (' ,each 'side is spigotted into 'the_ leading one: A sheet metal outer cover 
.; :)~!',;;,:. · . _: - ·runs ~he full · length of' th~- engine on each side to proVide · an air' duct · . 

· •, • ··· 1 ·: .. ; for mani~old . cooling. , · ·~vo .'.silencers are vert.ically . mounted on 't}le ' taU_ 

~-.. }~~-t>; ":,. - t: ~!~~ ~i~~=do!!~p:o:~i~!t~~~ · ~~t~~:e~u;~t:u~~!~~i:t ~ormUly · 
. ·.. .. . ' - ' ' ' 

' •, • '· ., · 
fuel Tanks I , ' . ' 

•.There ·a,re .· four petrol , tanks, -two at· each side of · the en,gine· compartJnent. , 
:: ... :· .. -.~,---.<,~· · · . . •, ~ ·> The top tank in "each side JiB of wedge shape and the lower' is ' re~J.tangular. 

~ ' _ 
1 The total capacity of the/ tanks is ,approximately 125 gal.lons~ ' · - - · 

· .. 

. \~ • •. ' • .· ; .• • • , • ' . ' . , ' ' , I ' • , ' . I ' . • . . I . . . • · : • • ' ' ; , • . t '::. , , 

', , • . . ' I . . . 

· _ ... ... · The ... tanks on each ·side are coupled, the-upper wedge shaped. tanks fe_eding 
L , ·'· the lower by gravity. Th~ filler caps are access~ble ·on each side by . 
. .' '. , the re~ov:al of -.a. circular:,B.p. screw~d- cover• . '· An asbes.tos -scre~n ~s _ 

·, · ~:,; :,. - . fit ted to tho/engine side, of.· each reota.I).SUJ.ar tank. · · · · / · · 1 · • ·• • • 
' I ~ .. ' 

l;. .. 

.' ·' '· ... 
··, ·cooling 
• Water · ~ · Radia t6rs, 

•. • 111 _.·; ~ .. . ,< ~ 

~ -

centrifugal pU.mp arid four fans. 
. , ,• .. 

. ' .-.-.. ·. ·,. 
· IgnitiQn · :. ,. . ,. ·. . , ·:-; · . ' · 

;~:-~;c;: · , 
'":~~-~ i.<;: : : '· 

' 
' · 

' . 

· ·- The cylinder head; of eaoh ~ carri~s ·a 6 cylinder 'Bosch· _magneto, _- driven . . ·.· 
~:' ; by·· a' spur_ ;pinion and idler , from thy camshlU'~ timing wheel.' ,· ·Th~se.- ~. 

·magnetos have\ an automatic. ad'\!ance and ·reta.Td device which. enabl.es tP.e 
':rotating aiagnets ' to flick. · oVer ,'i~ a-retarded pos.i tion below· normal<' engine ., 
·tick over reys. .This prod-qces a fat ·spark no matter . how~ · slowly ·the ·: • · • _ ,;, . . ' 

I 'engine is ·turning over. ' ' Thc:(ignition leads pass through a:-shprt ,S9reened- : ; 
1: :_. ~ ho~e direct from magri~to ·to .cylinder ttead cover of each bank, · tp.~ :. i . · : . 

• " ' 1 , . , • , , . '· , . : reducing to the minimum/the~· amount of ·.screening re'qt?.ired • . ~ · _., .. ..;" · ', · ' · ·· 

~;t-~;,:b§~:';~· ~::} --: . :;_:i .Tot~y. enclosed ··14'·1Ill!lo .- ~~~c~ · sparking ~~~gs are fittf-_~· ; .;~ne p~ -~~t~nder.-: . 

\~~~:::1''(': Y ~:-:~~1.erS ar~'htt<id " ~.,.'electrloo ani one inertia. The ' Bo~o~ ~V 
, .. ' 

· •- . axial motor is mounted on the · star~oro;d side of 'the engin~ at the forward 
. · ; , · · ·end and immediately ' above it. a Bosch hand · operated inertia starter~ . also , :· , · 

-· · · ' of the axial type. The hand crank for .. the inertia start~r, is carri~d ' ' 

·' 
· , in suitable clips on the -tail ;plate, . the ' orifice l>ei;ng cov:~red by a B.P. 

sealing plate_ when i ~ is not in use. : v · · , ·. • 

'; ·-- Acc~ators, ; . '·, . . 
, . The accwmilator ·consists of two -1'2V 150 amp/hrs batteries stowed on the 

. ,, : : · . · hull floor astride the 'propeller · shaft immediately aheal of the .1:mgin.:: 
}+_: ,· · > _,- . ; , . ·bulkhead. · 

, , . 
I!.,, . ' : . • 1,- ' 

...... :"'· f ·;' 
' 

. \ 
. ' I . 

They , are normally connected 'in paralleLbut 
. \'ertni ts a cha~e ~r to 2#-V for starting. 

.-. '- , .. . 

a seri~s/~a.ra;t.lel switch: 
1 

' . ' 
.·! ' . ' • I 

f?':: .· -<· · ,:· · Radiators 

·~-~~· -,''; : .. ,(. -.: ·/. ' ·. ;!:~~e ~:ro:;~!~~ . ~~~e r~:i~~~~~e~~~~: !;:~~~=r~~~;h:t o!~:.i~::u- of t~e . 
·'/·:: · ~ ·. The ;~diators are. co~ple~ ' and a common fi,ller cap i~ proVided in the 'near- . 

; 

. t 

- '• 

.. 

. '-' ' ; · side unit. A pressure relief valve is mounted on the . offside · radi~'tor . 
· and a balJl!lCe pipe maifltainD equal pressure in the two r 'adiators. · ·" 

·, . 

/ . 

•· 

. \ 

., 

1: 

·· . . , 

' . 
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Relief valves are fitted in the water inlet and ouLJets to the engine to 
avoid air locks when external hot water circuit is in use . The capacity 
of the water sys t em i s approximately 16 gallons. 

Water Pwnp 
Water returning from the · nearside radiator enb:Ts the engine cooling 
system at an oil/water heat exchanger, mounted at the r ear nearside of 
the engine from which a pipe l eads to the vrater pump. The output from 
the pump is directed into the cylinder block water jacket from whence it 
is circulated through the cylinder heads. The outrets from the cylinder 
heads are coupled and. from them the water enters the top of the offside 
radiator, . fro ru the bottom of which it is directedto the top of the 
nearside radiator. 

Fans 
A twin fan assembly is mounted transverseJy at each side of the rear of 
the engine compartment. The fans are of radial flow type and a:~·e 

mounted in aluminium housings bolted to the radiators. A two speed 
drive is taken off the timing gears and a short universally jointed shaft 
carries this drive to the fan drive housing which is mounted on the rear 
plate of .the engine oompartme:nt. In this housing the drive is split 
and taken on each side transversely to each fan assembly through 
universally jointed shafts. An oil pUmp is mounted on the housing apu 
supplies oil from the fan drive casing to each fan assembly. The level 
of the oil in the housing is checked by means of a dipstick accessible 
when the engine hatch is open and is replenished through a fil'ling 
orifice in the fixed portion of the engine compartment cover. 

Lubrication 
The engine sump is dry and a pressure fed lubrication system is used. 
The pressure pump draws oil from a cannister mounted on the offside of 
the engine and directs it into a ·gallery in the crankcase casting, from 
which it is led off to the cylinder heads and timing gears. The crank
shaft receives oil under pressure through a muff which is piped to the 
pressure gallery. The connection from the oil container to the 
pressure pump is via oil-ways in the crankcase casting. 
pumps, which are set at opposite ends o~ the engine1 have 
into the heat exchanger from whence it is returned to the 
The·oil capacity is 28 litres (6.1 gals.) 

The scavenge 
a common output 
oil cannister. 

G! .. lt.&O)I. U.vouT - OL.V~ GiTILie&!. 
Pi . Kw. Vi - T1c>ea. -

• 
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9. GEA'RBOX AND TRANSMISSION 
From the fl~vheel a universally jointed shaft takes the power to . the 
turret base junction which is used as a centre beP-ring for the propeller 
shaft by the mounting of a short shaft in it. This ·shaft has companion 
flanges and another universally jointed shaft conveys the power to the 
gearbox input coupling. The output flanges from . the gearbox and 

·. steering unit are coupled to the final drive assemblies by short . shafts 
which at their outer ends carry the brake assemblies. ·These shafts are 
connected to, the companion flan~es by muff couplings. 

The gearbox is manufactured unier "Maybaoh" license by Olva-Getriehe 
and provides eight: forward speeds and 'four reverse speeds with pre-

. selected hydraulic engagement. The gears are arranged pn a main shaft, 
ley . shaft ani reV-erse lay shaft, although, in fact, both main shaft 
ani· lay shafts consist of foUr short lengths of shaft each carrying a · 
gear · and each able to _be · engaged or disengaged by a dog clutch. · The 
rearmost dog clutches on both main shaft and lay shafts are controlled 
by -selector forks mounted on a common shaft in such a manner t.hat when 
one dog is engaged the other is · free. The movement of these selector 
forks is controlled b~ a double acting hydraulic cylinder mounted on 
.top of .the gearbox;: , Likewise, the central pair is operated by another 
cylinder. The remaining dog clutch on the lay shaft is operated by a 
third cylinder, but has engagement with a different gear at each ' end of . 
its travel thus it has no neutral or free position. The remaining dog · 
clutch on the main shaft and the dog olutoh on the reverse are operated 
together by a .hand lever, so that in the forward position of the hand · 
lever the dog on the main shaft is engaged and that on the reverse 
shaft free, with the exact 'opposite for ·the rear position of the hand 
lever, whilst in the intermediate position of the hand lever both dogs 
are. free. Thus for forward drive, onoe the hard lever has been placed 
in the forward position, all changes of gear are ·· effected t;hrQugh the 
operation of the hydraUlic cylinder. · 

' · ... 
The ·movement of the gear ohallge lever through its quadrant causes the 
rotation of a valve which determines the distribution of oil pressure to 
the-appropriate hydraulic cylinder for the ratio required. Side 
pressure on the gear change lever then admits pressure to that. oylind.er 
and . affects the gear change. . 

In reverse the procedure is similar but only the four" lowest ratios are 
available. With the exception of the final o~tput gear and the main 

·•' 'shaft and reverse shaft gears meshing with it, all . gears are of helical 
type. 

An extension of the input shaft .,carries a small bevel for controlling the 
speed of the steering differentials. 

At the :i:nput end of the main shaft is a multi-disc clutch, which can be 
disengaged by the admission of hydraulic pressure to a cylinder, the 
piston of which opera tea a withdrawal fork. The same ·withdrawal fork 
is operated by a 9lutch pedal. A small cone clutch on the input side 
of the main shaft and the rear end of the leyshaft are geared together 
and operated by hydraulic pressure giving synchronisation of the ley 
shaft and engine speeds • 

An easily accessible oil filter is provided which serves both gearbox 
and steering unit which have a common oil · lev~l. 

A filler oap and a dipstick are IJ'Ovided on the gearbox. 
capacity is 32 litres (7 galls.). 

.J 

The oil 

' 
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A metal strip on 'the gearbox cover bears the following figures 

1234(-b567 8 1357 ~ 24-68 

1256 0 34-78 

which are explained as follows: 

The figures within the diamonds correspond to tho hydraulic cylinder of 
each selector. The figures on the left of the di~onds in each case 
represent the number of the gear engaged vri th the respective selectors 
in · the forwarcl position. The figures on the right of the diamonds 
represent the gear engaged with the selectors in the rear position. 

The table thus gives the position of each set of selectors for each gear. 

The overall ratios from the gearbox input flange to the steering unit out
put flanges, including bevel reduction on the gearbox output shaft are; 

8th .98 1 
7th 1.4-5 - 1 
6th 2.11 - 1 
5th 3.16 - 1 
4-th 4-.86 - 1 
3rd 7.15 - 1 
2nd 1 o. 2 - 1 
1st 15.4- - 1 

The four ratios of reverse correspond to but are lower th~ the four 
lowest forward gears • 

.. ~ ... . llii'\J_J lAYSHAfT INPUT 

~ 
~ 

• !':: 

~l 11'0 
:...--

r---

---- ·- f-f-- ··- 1- ------- ---
OUTPUT TO 

- ~ n---fiNAL ORIVt_ fiNAl DRIVE 
~ 

['.. :: 

' · -- ---· ·-

-- --
~ 
~ ~ 

§ 

f! ~ t= --------- ----------· ·-t - ·- ::t- · -------------------- . 

- .---~ 
~ 

.--- r---.. 
~ 

.r ------ - -- ·---- - ----- - -- ----- ----- 1---
L 

~ 'Al CEARS ON THIS SHAH "' 
~ !J'!J,I;U 

~ 
HYDRAULIC 

_ C:LUTCHES 
COUPLED fO IT BY rHEIR ,.__ _______ 

CLUTCHB ~ 

'- '---5 RES'PECTIVE CLUTCHES. '--- '---

LAYOUT OF STEERINQ UNIT- PZ. I<W. VI. 

10. STEERING 
From the gearbox the ~rive is transmitted through a bevel -gear on the 
main gearbox output to a hydraulically operated steering unit controlled 
by a steering wheel. 

] -· 
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transverse bevel shaft so driven carries an epicyclic train at each 
end. The annuli o~ the epioyolios are positively driven with the shaft, 
whilst the planet carriers of each train are integral with the output · 
flange to the final drive. • 

The 

Steering is effected by'imposing di fferent speeds upon the sun_wheels of 
the epioyolios. The direction and speed of rotation of these sun wheels 
and the selection of right or left hand side is dependent upon the 
engagement of four hydraulically operated ·multi-disc clutches. These 
qhltches connect to tne sun· wl'\eels through a two speed lay shaft meshing 
With a small bevel on an extension of the gearbox input shaft. A choice 
of t\vo ratios may thus be imposed at will upon the sun wheel of the 
epicyclic, the annulua already rotating at a multiple of engine speed 
dependent upon the gear engaged. 

When no drive is taken from the gearbox layshaft, i.e. when the gears are 
in the neutral position, a drive is still obtained from the gearbox input 
shaft via a small bevel and the steering unit layshaft. Thus with the 
engagement ' of the appropriate steering clutch opposing rotations of the 
left and right s~ wheels are obtained. · As the annuli of the epicyc;Lics 
are positively secured to a common 5haft they are unable to rotate in 
opposite directions consequently the opposing rotations of the sun whe c~s 

necessitate opposing rotation of the planet carriers ' which are integral 
·with the output flanges to the final drive. A neutral tnrn is thus 
obtained• The overall reduction between the gearbox input and the out
p~ to the .final drive reduction gear is 117:1 

Oil pressure from a pump is admitted to the required steering clutches 
through ports in the steering assembly casing, the opening of which is , · 
controlled by piston valve. Movement of the piston valve is governed 
by the driver's steering wheel. . In this way two distinct radii of turn 
are available for each gear engaged, and identical for right and left 
turn. A mushroom-shaped knob on the gearbox casing operates 
hydraulically a.brake on on~ !ection· of the main shaft, thereby _ elim~
ating clutch drag and making the neutral turn more positive • 

The tank can also be steered when required by steering levers on each 
side of the driver which operate the right and left brake asse~~ies • 

II. Fl NAL DRIVE / ' 
The final drive assemblies are bolted directly to the hull from the 
outside and contain two stages of reduction : 

{a) A straight spur,. reduction, and 
(b) An epicyclic.·' 

The steering unit output shaft drives the small pinion of the spur 
reduction which meshes with the large pl.m.on. The large pinion is 
mounted ontthe same· shaft as a smaller pinion, which is the ~wheel of 
the epicyclic train. The planet· carrier mounts the driving sprocket, 
and the annulus is rigidly secured to the final .drive casing. The overall 
ratio is 10.55 : 1. Each final drive casi:q.g, which is a · steeL casting, 
has its own drain plug and ~iller plug, and a third plug which gives the 
the correct oil level. The oil capacity is 8 litr.es (14 pints) • 

12. BRAKES 
On each steering unit output shaft there is mounted at the outer end a 
brake assembly, the stationary memb:t of which consists of two circular 
discs held back to back by tension springs and expanded as required by 
a cam and lever operated by either the brake pedal or the hand brake 
lever or the appropriate steering stick. The rotating member consists 
of two cast iron saucers, well ribood, and bolted rim to rim so as to · 
encompass the stationary member. 

,J 
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Operation of the cam lever separates the brake discs until they bear upon 
the breaking surface of the saucers. After which a limited rotation 
produces a Servo effect. There is no c:djustment for these brakes. 
The brake is very effective but high temperat;u.:re·.resul ts from prolonged 
application. }t,riction surfaces are metal to metal. 

13. SUSPENSION 
The tank is mounted on solid rubber tyred bogie wh_5lels 31t" diameter 
carried on crank arms, the opposite ends of which fit into plastic 
bearings in the lm1l. Movement of these arms is resisted by torsion 
bars coupled to them at one side of' the tank, anchored to the hull at 
the other. The suspension arms on the starboard side of the tank are 
trailing, vrhilst those on the port side are inclined forward, thus 
making room for both sets >vithin the hull. 

'rhe bogie wheels are so arranged as to carry three tyres per suspension 
arm, and these are placed singly and in pairs in such a way that the 
wheels of the adjacent arms overlap. Thus for eight crank arms on each 
side of the hull, there is a total of 16 bogie wheels carrying one tyre 
each and four bogie wheels carrying two tyres each, giving a total of 
24- tyres, in every case arrangeq with tlu:ee per axle, 'rhe outer whc :c: 
is detached from each axle when the narrow track is used. The bogie 
wheels are arranged in the following manner on their crank arms, vvorking 
in each case from the outer edge of the track towards the centre: 

1st Crank .Arm Single 
bogie 

2 3 4-
track 
horn. 

5 6 7 8 
Double bogie Track 
twin tyres horn 

2nd Crank Arm Single 
bogie 

Single 
bogie 

track 
horn. 

Track 
horn. 

Single 
bogie 

3rd, 5th and 7th 
crank arms as No. 1 

4-th, 6th and 8th 
crank arms as No. 2. 

• 

The rear idler 27 11 diameter runs between the track horns. The vertical 
movement of front and rear suspension arms on each side is restricted 
by rubber blocks (mounted on the hull side). The nipples for · 
lubrication for all of the torsion bar bearings are grouped together 
and piped to their bearings. 

14. TRACKS 
The cast steel track is of orthodox design but of unusual width (2' 4-t"), 
A further unusual feature is that the track lugs are offset in relation 
to the tread, the track pins are spaced at ~11 centres and are retained 
by spring rings fitted into half-round grooves at each end which .are 
countersunk into recesses cored in the track shoe casting. The track 
shoe consists of a main transverse bar on the track pin centre line 
with a light well ribbed plate to the next track pin bosses. The inside 
of the track shoe forms a smooth surface upon which the bogie wheels run. 
The teeth of the driving sprocket engage circular bosses surrounding 
the track pin, one set on the inside of the track, the other set on a 
line between the first and second bogie wheels from the outside of the 
second su-spension arm. 

When it is desired to reduce the overall width of the tank to a m1.n1mum, 
a narrow track is fitted. This is identical with the track ·just 
described except that the outer portion is removed. The ~rack is thus 
made symmetrical on the sprocket, the overall width of the track and 
sprocket being equal. 
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·· ,lVi th .the ' narrow track, only two tyres on each suspension arm were 
supported and the outer .one in each case is the·refore removed, together 
>vith its hub extension. This results in a material reduction of 

' · · o:vera.J.l width whilst still retaining a satisfactory sus.pef!sion and 
track arrangement. A set of track tool15, incluP,ing sp~e" r~taining 
rings, is carried on a bracket on the rear hull plate. 

I 

' ·: J 

Track Adjustment- Tensioning of the• tracks is provided by the cranked 
mounting of the rear idler wheels. The draw bolts, by means of which 
the adjustment is made, are internally mounted and are accessible from 
outside the vehicle by the removal of a domed B.P. cover at each side 
of the tail plate. The covers themselves locking the adjustment when 
in position. 

15. INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS 
The driver's controls comprise 

· Steering wheel 
Steering levers 

Handbrake lever 
Footbrake pedal 
Clutoh pedal 

controlling the power steering 
- working on the vehicle brakes (for use onlywhen 

power steering is inoperative) 
- On the left, operating vehicle brakes 

For right foot " " " 
Operating engine clutch mechanically, but 
with power assistance when engine is running. 
A handwheel situated at the Driver's right 
rear provides adjustment • 

. Aooelerator Pedal- For operation by right foot. 
Starter Carburettor- At right rear of driver's seat. 
Gear controls · - Th~se are described in Para.9 "Gearbox" 

The .driver's seat may be adjusted longitudinally, the angle of its back 
is adjustable and ~ be lowered to a horizontal position for ease of 
access or exit. ·- • ' · 

The instrument panel is mounted on the righ,t of the driver above the 
ge~box and carries the following: 

( i) A revolution counter recording up to 3500 r.p.~ 
· (3,000 to 3,500 marked in RED) 

( 1, 300 to 2, 500 " · ·" GREEN) 
(ii) . A speedometer - calibrated to 100 K.p.h. 

(iiit · An oil pressure gauge - calibrated to 12 Kg/cm2 
( i y · . .A water temperature gauge - from 40 - 120°0 

( v Ignition switch ani w&rning ).ight. 
(vi Lighting switches ani fusee boxes • 

. · ., •. ·; In 'the pannier space to the left of the driver is an eleotrioally operated 
gyroscopic direction indicator. This is identical with that found in 
certain pz, Kw. III's and IV's. 

16 .• · ELECTRICAL EQU I PMENT 
· The ~ccumulator consists of two 12V barreries with earthed negative. 

The batteries are carried on the hull floor astride the propeller shaft 
immediately forward of the engine bulkhead. The battery master switch 
and the necessary junction boxes are mounted on the bulkhead. 

The two ~atteries are normally connected in paralled but are connected 
in series for operation of the 24 V starter motor .· by a ·solenoid 

'operated series-parallel switch. ~ 

All crew positions are :adequately illuminated by individual lighting. 
Rotary converters and transformers supply the necessarY, step-up in 
voltage required to drive the gyroscopic direction indicator and to 
supply the wirele~o ~ystem. 

J 
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The wireless and int~rcommunication arrangements ar e of the standard 
type usually found i n German Tanks. 

No external lamps are present on this vehicle although the wiring and 
brackets are present . 

' 

Illumination is provided for th{following instruments: 

( i) 
( .. ) 
(i~~) 

( iv) 

The gra ticule of the binocular sight
The bubble of t he clinometer 
The gyroscopic direction indicator 
The driver's compartment panel. 

17. FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
In the event of fire in the engine compartment, temperature element~ 
(two above and one each side of the engine) close the electric circuit 
of an automatic C.T.C. fire extinguisher mounted on the fighting 
compartment bulkhead, ru1d illuminate s a red lamp in front of the driver. 
An instruction plate round the lamp says "When there is a fire in the 
engine, throttle down immediately to idling speed". A clockwork 
mechanism in the fir e extinguisher allows a 7 seconds period of 
operation which will be extended for a further 7 seconds period if the 
temperature elements have not cooled sufficiently. This process will 
be repeated until t he extinguisher is empty. The warning light goes 
out as soon as the t emperature elements are below operating temperature. 
The C.T.c. is delivered through four jets situated alongside each heat 
element and fed by piping from the extinguisher. In the event of 
electrical failure the ext inguisher can be operated mechanically by 
means of ~ plunger on top. The extinguisher reservoir has a car type 
air valve -and a 0- 10 Kg/cm2 pressure gauge. 

Normal type C.T.C. extinguishers are pJovided on the radiator top covers 
and on the turret floor, with suitable retaining straps. 

18. VENTILATION 

A mushroom type ventilator is provided in the hinged engine cover plate. 
A Sirocco fan mounted at the flywheel end of the engine draws air from 
the bottom of t he engine compartment for cooling. Air is also drawn 
by this fan from the casing surrounding the gearbox and is fed into 
ducts surrounding the exhaust manifolds to the point where the manifolds 
join the silencers. The ducts then convey the air to the suction side 
of the radiator fan as semblies. 

A further mushroom type ventilator is fitted in the top front plate 
between the driver' s and hull gunner's access hatches. This ventilator 
provides an air fl ow to t he rear of the gearbox and removes fumes caused 
by the firing of the hull M.G. 

An electrically driven fan is mounted in the turret roof above the loader, 
and expels the fumes resulting from the firing of the turret armament. 

19. DEEP WADING AND SUBMERSION ARRANGEMENTS 

The vehicle is equipped for a limited under-water performance to a depth 
of approximately 15 feet. This featu~e is achieved by the sealing of 

I 
the entire tru1k except for a small compartment on each side of the main 
engine compartment, containing the radiators. 

During submers ion air for the engine and crew is admitted through a 
standpipe mounted above t he engine compartment, the t op of which is 
approxi mB.te,_ y 16 f ee t above ground level. 
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The following provision is made to keep the tank watertight for 
submersion:-

( i) All hatches have rubber sealing rings and screw: clamps. 

(ii) All vision slits have rubber seatings for their glass blocks 
and cam operated clamps. 

(iii) The hall 'mounting of the front machine gun has a rubber 
edged external cover re_tained by screw clamps. 

' 

>( 

(iv) The ventilator ~etween driver and hull gunner screws onto a 'x 
rubber seating. ( . " 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

A pneumatic sealing ring is provided to render the turret 
ring joint watertight. The tube is recessed in an annular 
groove formed in the turret ring and its seating. It is 
inflated through a valve ·which projects downwards through 
the superstructure top plate in the forward corner of the 
fighting compartment on the nearside. 

The vision openings for .the binocular sights are filled by · 
rubber plugs mounted on ·a hinged plate attached to the sight. 

I 

The turret machine gun opening is sealed with a rubber plug 
mounted on a ·wooden .rod and expande~ in position by rotation 
of a handle. 

The gun mantlet joint is sealed by means of a rubber lined 
frame clamped in position. A canvas muzzle cover reduces 
the entry of water in the barrel and one +ound in the 
breech prevents water entering the tank. 

{ ix) A rubber lined'~c~ver fits over the outlet of the turret 
ventil_a ting fan · and is tightened down by six screws clamps • 

I 
(x) A pla~e normally carried on the hull top plate, behind the 

driver, fits over the main air inlet · to the.! engine: .. .-. · 
compartment and shuts it off. 

X I ·. 
( 

(xi) The subsidiary air inlet to the engine compartment incorporates 
a sealing plate which screws down on to a rubber se~ting. 

(xii) All engine compartment cover pl~tes have rubb.er seals. 
# 

(xiii) Each length of the extension pipe is rubber sealed so that 
the only means of entry for air is through the top of the 
extension pipe. · 

(xiv) The exhaust outlets have ·qlapper valves, but -exhaust back 
pressure is relied on the exclude w~ter. 

(xv) A rubber lined screw clamp seals the machine carbine port. 

(xvi) The pannier spaces on each side of the engine compartment, 
which house the petrol tanks, radiators and fan assemblies, 
are completely sealed from the main engine compartment by 
a longitudinal vertical plate running the full length. · The 
appropriate pipe connections and fan drive are thus the only 
connebtions +.o the mai9 engine compartment. 
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At the point where the air ducts pass through from the 
engine compartment to the radiator comp~tments, butterflies 
are fitted which can be closed by a lever on the fighting 
compartment bulkhead for underv1ater travel, the same 
lever operating a third butterfly which allows the manifold 
cooling air to return to ,"the top of the engine compartment 
when the other but t erflies are closed. 

During submersion, water takes the place of air for cooling the radiators, 
greatly simplifying the problem of keeping the engine compartment 
watertight and the engine cool. The petrol tanks are of course 
exposed to the water but a cock on the fighting compartment bulkhead 
changes over the vent pipe so that the tanks are vented into the 
engine compartment. 

In the event of water entering the vehicle in spite of the above 
arrangements, a bilge pump mounted below the turret prevents it from 
rising to a level at which it can cause harm. The pump is driven 
from the rear of the gearbox from the same output as the power traverse • 

• 
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